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ADMINISTRATIVE

• 30 mins keynote

• 15 mins presentation

• Short break

• 20 mins Panel discussion

• Slides will be shared

• #SydneyHUG

AGENDA

• New HubSpot Announcements

• 5 Actionable Inbound Marketing Trends

• Inbound Expert Panel

#SydneyHUG
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VIDEO

INBOUND 2018
PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS



Loren Scott, Principal Sales Engineer

Boston > Sydney 

Typically working on :

- Enterprise 
- Customization
- BETA & New Products
- Integrations
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VIDEO

HUBSPOT VIDEO



HubSpot Video helps you execute a video strategy that matches how people 
consume video today. Your sales team will build stronger relationships with more 
authentic 1-1 video emails, your services team will help people faster with 
personalized 1-1 video Tickets, and your marketing team will finally have all the tools 
they need to create, actionable, automated, ROI positive video campaigns. 

Across your entire business.
HubSpot now elevates video



HubSpot Video Marketing
Marketers can now host and manage video files 
inside of HubSpot for free. Users can embed those 
videos into website pages, and blog posts with just 
one click, and add in-video CTAs and forms to 
make videos interactive. 

New video landing page and blog post 
performance analytics help maximize the impact of 
video marketing campaigns.

Available Now | Marketing Hub Pro & Enterprise



HubSpot Video Selling
Salespeople can build stronger relationships with 
prospects by creating, sharing, and tracking 
personalized videos right from the HubSpot CRM. 

Available Now | Sales Hub Pro & Enterprise



HubSpot Video Service
Service teams can help customers faster and more 
completely with personalized help videos created 
and shared directly from Service Hub. 

Service agents can record their screen right from a 
ticket and send to customers, improving service 
and solving issues faster. Service teams can also 
host and embed videos in their knowledge base. 

Available Now | Service Hub Pro & Enterprise
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VIDEO

HUBSPOT CMS



HubSpot CMS
HubSpot CMS combines the power of website 
creation with CRM to customize the entire buying 
journey, streamline marketing and sales alignment, 
and deliver true closed-loop reporting.

Available Now
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accelerates your growth
Marketing Hub Enterprise has

Sophisticated marketing teams crave new ways to drive growth that are based
on what’s helping the very best companies achieve their goals, right now.

Marketing Hub Enterprise gives you the powerful tools you’ll need to take advantage 
the latest channels, get more out of your content, and grow better as a result.



Membership Driven

Restrict content access to internal audiences, 
paying customers, or other groups of people 
using HubSpot lists.

Content

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise



    SCREENSHOT      
    PLACEHOLDER
    SCREENSHOT      
    PLACEHOLDER

YouTube Integration
View detailed statistics on the performance 
of video content you've uploaded to YouTube.

In Beta | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Continuous Optimization
Automatically, and continuously test assets like lead 
flows with a single click, no need to manually create 
multiple A/B versions and worry about statistical 
significance.

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise



As companies grow to operate in different regions, sell different products, and
exist across different brands, their marketing programs become more complex.

Marketing Hub Enterprise makes it easy to scale your marketing efforts across 
borders, brands, and virtually any other dimension.

matches your business
Marketing Hub Enterprise



Content Partitioning
Use Teams to segment assets in HubSpot, giving 
the right users easy and uncluttered access 
to the right content.

Useful for international marketing teams, teams 
segmented across divisions, product lines, brands, 
or other dimensions.

Coming Soon | Marketing Hub Enterprise
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Analytics Filtering
Create analytics segments by the country 
of the session, domain or a specific URL structure.

Available Now | Marketing Hub Enterprise



Enhanced

Give certain members of your team the ability to 
draft posts and move them to a scheduled state for 
review before they can be published.

Social Permissions

In Beta | Marketing Hub Enterprise
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VIDEO

NEW + IMPROVED 
ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS



As companies scale, it gets harder for different teams to work together as one. 
Gaps form in the customer experience, and growth eventually slows.

HubSpot gives your entire company a shared view of the customer. Enterprise 
has everything advanced teams need to make HubSpot their system of record.

everyone on your team
Enterprise is for



Enhanced Teams
Organize the users in your HubSpot account on 
multiple levels based on teams, region, business unit, 
product line, or any other dimension. Use Teams to 
control access to tools, limit visibility into your 
database, and easily segment or roll-up custom reports.

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Single Sign-On
Enhance the security of your HubSpot account 
and gain more control over your team’s access 
by configuring a custom authentication provider.

In Beta | All Enterprise Products



As companies scale, they find themselves operating in more and more places - 
both geographically and digitally - which present a whole new set of challenges. 

Enterprise makes scaling your business to new regions, verticals, and brands 
easier, and brings the power of HubSpot everywhere your team works.

everywhere you work
Enterprise extends to



Custom Slack Notifications
Keep your team connected to your customers everywhere 
they go with HubSpot’s native Slack integration. Send 
notifications in Slack based off conditions and triggers 
using Workflows in HubSpot.

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Growing businesses “do more” in dozens of different ways. They generate 
more leads. Have more conversations. Sell more products. Collect more data.

Enterprise helps growing businesses do more without drowning in volume, 
or adding unnecessary complexity to the way your team works.

everything you do
Enterprise supports



Calculated + Rollup

Create fields in HubSpot that perform useful 
calculations and roll up data from other fields, 
like sales commissions and splits.

Properties

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



    SCREENSHOT      
    PLACEHOLDER

Manage recurring revenue and renewals right 
inside of HubSpot with improvements to 
revenue tracking & reporting.

Recurring Revenue
Tracking

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Custom

Unlock data stored in custom properties across 
your database by making them searchable via 
HubSpot’s global search bar.

Property Search

Available Now | All Enterprise Products



Relational Imports
Easily import contacts, companies,
deals, tickets, and products with relationships 
across objects.

In Beta | All Enterprise Products
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As sales teams grow, so do their pipeline needs. They are selling to more people in 
more ways. They need to worry about quota periods, ramps, renewals, and a dozen 
other things that once weren’t so pressing.
Sales Hub Enterprise gives you everything you need to manage advanced pipelines 
and complex sales strategies with ease, with the backing of a robust, easy to use 
CRM.

advanced pipeline management
Sales Hub Enterprise gives you tools for



Goals
Measure your sales and services team's 
performance on a granular level with 
period-based quotas and SLAs.

In Beta | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise



The road from quote, to deal, to payment can be a winding path with 
many steps and opportunities for drop-off.

Sales Hub Enterprise includes all the details you need to keep deals moving 
forward quickly and efficiently, from signing contracts to collecting payments.

powerful deal management
Sales Hub Enterprise gives you 



eSignature
Collect signatures on quotes and other 
documents right inside of HubSpot.

Available Now | Sales Hub Enterprise



Quote Approvals
Require approval for quotes that meet 
certain criteria, like percentage discounts.

In Beta | Sales Hub Enterprise



As sales teams grow, it gets harder for managers to ensure their reps have the 
most up to date content and information at their disposal, and that they are 
using it at the right time, in the right ways.

Sales Hub Enterprise helps managers to guide their team towards success by 
providing them useful advice and content at the right moment in their process.

integrated sales playbooks
Sales Hub Enterprise gives you 



Playbooks
Build a library of sales best practices and resources. 
Use rules-based automation to surface 
recommended content to your sales team, right 
inside of HubSpot.

Available Now | Sales & Service Hub Enterprise
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Trend 1:
Conversational 

Marketing (chatbots) 
are finally mainstream



@mobysiddique    |    #SydneyHUG
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(Facebook messenger based)
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Trend 2:
Personal Video 

Marketing Has Arrived 
in the Sales Process 
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Trend 3:
SEO is officially an 

artform not a science



@mobysiddique    |    #SydneyHUG

• Not to ignore the technical side! It’s just changed 
in importance

• Understand the buyer’s journey and table this for 
every major product & service you have

• Create content & pillar pages for these

• Keyword research



Trend 4:
The Flywheel & Service 

as a Growth Centre









Ok, but is the funnel really 
broken?



No but the funnel perhaps 
ignores the fact service should 
be a growth, not profit centre  
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Flywheel Example
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Flywheel Example





Trend 5:
Paid Media Costs are too 

expensive for BOFU ads, the 
remedy is TO-MO-FO 

(WTF?)



@mobysiddique    |    #SydneyHUG

The fact that CPCs are rising like 
crazy means you can’t 

not think like a storyteller 
copywriter as opposed to a ‘buy 

my stuff’ now!
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Take a core product/service and 
create a plan that focuses on:

- Top of Funnel
- Middle of Funnel
- Bottom of Funnel

Budgeting Rule of thumb: 
70% BOFU, 20% MOFU & 10% TOFU



Thank you!
 



Panel Session

Dominique Antarakis
Head of Content Strategy at heart for 
causes and CEO, TCC International

Ian Jacob
Search & Be Found

#SydneyHUG

Justin Theng
ALSOF Publishing
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Thank You for coming
Next HUG: End of Year
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